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coxs latest book explores the wonders of the universe. it gives a comprehensive overview of the cosmic landscape, from the birth of the universe to the farthest reaches of space. coxs is an acclaimed author and broadcaster who lives in sussex. from the latest bestseller david eaglemans acclaimed book, the world in
three seconds, comes a guide to the great ideas that have shaped our modern world. now, the greatest thinkers and doers of the past, from isaac newton and charles darwin to albert einstein and stephen hawking, come together to explore the most fascinating, thought-provoking, and significant ideas of all time. in our

expeditions to the most remarkable places on earth, we will encounter the most precious, the most dangerous, the most influential, and the most secret ideas that have shaped our world. so join our guides as they dive into the remarkable ideas of the past, present, and future and learn how they have changed our
understanding of ourselves and the universe. 3. in 1831, john herschel suggested that planets orbiting other stars were just as likely as planets orbiting our own sun. 4. in 1859, sir william thomson suggested that solar winds explain the different speeds at which radio waves travel through the earths atmosphere. 5. in
1916, albert einstein suggested that the universe was expanding. the content of the book is very good. the writing style and the presentation are very good. there are some content errors. it should have been "closer to" not "close to". i have read the book from cover to cover. the book covers lots of information about

the history of the universe and the evolution of the universe. i recommend this book to anyone who wants to know more about the history of the universe.
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